
CHEM 341 - PRINCIPLES OF BIOCHEMISTRY III

Instructor: Dr. Snow (email: j.snow@usip.edu, web address: http://tonga.usip.edu/jsnow/
   

Time and Place: M, W, F, 8:00 - 8:50, RH 102

Text: Fundamentals of Biochemistry, Voet, Voet and Pratt, 2nd edition

Office Hours: M , W, 2-3,  GH 160 

Exams and Grading:   There will be four exams, including the final. Although no detailed
questions on cumulative material will be asked on the final, you should recognize that the course
builds on material presented in earlier lectures, and you should, accordingly, be familiar with
general concepts.   Approximate exam times are given below.  Announced quizzes will be given
after each chapter, approximately, for a total of 6 - 8 throughout the semester.  The lowest quiz
score will be dropped and the rest averaged to give a fifth component of the grade.  These five
equally-weighted components will constitute 94% of your grade.  The remaining 6% will be
based on attendance as described below

Lectures

CHAPTER TOPIC             WEEKS
         1 Introduction, Thermodynamics review        2/3
         2 Water - Physical and Chemical Properties                   2/3
         3 Nucleotides and Nucleic Acids (Exam 1)               2/3
         4 Amino Acids -  Structure, stereochemistry,

types, acid-base properties        1
         5 Proteins: Primary Structure                       1
         6 Proteins: Three-Dimensional structure                1

                     7 Protein Function - examples                                             2
(Exam 2)

         8 Carbohydrates                1
         9 Lipids                                                          1
       10 Biological Membranes (Exam 3)        2
       11 Enzyme Catalysis - Concepts, mechanisms, examples       2
       12 Enzyme kinetics (Exam 4)        1

Academic dishonesty

Any student suspected of cheating on an exam (either giving or receiving improper help)
will be brought before the Committee on Discipline and, if found guilty, will receive a grade of
zero for that exam.



Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) Compliance Statement

               USP supports the educational endeavors of all students, including students with
disabilities.  The ADA defines a disability as a mental or physical condition that substantially
limits one or more major life activities.  If you believe you have a disability that may impact
your ability to fulfill your course requirements, and you would like more information on
applying for an accommodation, please contact the Assistant Dean of Students, Barbara Little,
who serves as the SDSS coordinator ((215) 596-8950).

Course Objectives
1.  You will be expected to gain a fundamental knowledge of the structural properties of the four
categories of biomolecules: proteins, nucleic acids, carbyhydrates and lipids, including
biological membranes.  Nucleic acids will be given only a cursory description as most of this
topic will be covered in CH 342.
2.  You will be expected to gain a fundamental knowledge of the functions of these biomolecules
and the relationship between structure and function.  Emphasis will be placed on protein
structure - function relationships, primary examples of which are myoglobin, hemoglobin and
enzyme catalysis
3.  You will be expected to gain a fundamental knowledge of enzyme kinetics.
4.  You will be expected to solve numerical problems associated with topics 1 - 3 and to draw or
recognize appropriate structures.
4.  To a lesser extent, critical thinking will be required of you.  An example of this somewhat
vague concept is the application of your general knowledge base to problems of a biochemical
nature.

Assessment of your progress in accomplishing these objectives will consist of the exams
and quizzes.  Accordingly, the exams will consist of short answer questions, multiple choice, 
problems (these may include drawing structures as well as numerical problems), and, to a lesser
extent, essay questions. .

Attendance

            Students will be asked to sign or initialize an attendance sheet to monitor attendance. 
Those students who miss no more than three lectures will receive an additional 3 points on their
final average; those missing four will receive 2 points, those missing five 1 point and those
missing six or more classes will receive no attendance points.  Additionally, six unannounced
very short quizzes will be given randomly throughout the semester, each worth ½  point, for a
maximum of 3 points.


